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The Race Director
Xact Integration

[XACT INTEGRATION]
This document describes the steps in using the direct integration that has been built between Race
Director and Xact. There are three primary components to the Xact integration ‐ race setup, participant
transfer and results posting.
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I. Race Setup
The purpose of the integrations between Race Director and Xact for race setup is so save you from doing
the same setup twice ‐ once in Race Director and then repeated again at Xact. However, it is still
important that you know which Race Director and Xact elements correspond. The following is an
introduction to the setup levels at Xact, what they mean and how they are related to elements you're
accustomed to in Race Director.

Meta Event
This refers to the event you are scoring. Usually the event is an annual occurrence. In Race Director,
this corresponds to the Race. For example, the Morristown Turkey Trot that you do each year as Race
Director Race #125, is the equivalent of the Xact Meta Event.
Meta Event Properties ‐
Name: Name of the event as known over the years. Example: Marine Corps Marathon
Keyword: Short keyword to be able to identify the MetaEvent's active event. Example: MCM
Results URL: URL to the MetaEvent's results page. Example:

http://www.marinemarathon.com/Results/MCM_Results.htm
Note: The keyword is used by multiple services provided by Xact.
 Keyword as an xacte.com subdomain:
The http://<keyword>.xacte.com URL will redirect you to the event's results page. Example:
http://mcm.xacte.com redirects to

http://www.marinemarathon.com/Results/MCM_Results.htm
 Keyword to sign-up for SMS tracking:
By sending: <keyword> <bib> to the Xact shortcode 72147 with your cell phone you can sign-up to
track a runner. Example: sending an SMS containing “MCM 12038” would sign the cell phone up
to receive tracking messages for bib 12038 of event known as MCM (the MetaEvent's active
Event).

Event
This refers to a specific running of the Meta Event. In Race Director, this corresponds to the Race ID you
see on the General tab in Tailor ‐> Opitons. For example, the 2014 Morristown Turkey Trot.
Event Properties ‐
StreamName: The name for the event as it's used by timing system data streams. In case of a ChronoTrack
controller, this is typically the ChronoTrack controller eventname. Other systems connect through the Xact
Client software in which you have the option to set the event stream name.
URL: The main URL for the event. Example: http://www.marinemarathon.com
Help Email: The e-mail address to which incoming help requests are sent from the various Xact sites
handling your event's data.
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Time Zone: The timezone of the location where the event is held.
Active Event at Xact: This event is the active event for its MetaEvent. Xact does not assume the last
added event or the event with the latest date to be active as you might still be setting up the latest event
while still serving previous years' data as main data.
Enable ….: Enable/disable specific Xact services.

Event Status explained
At Xact the event can be set in various “status” modes which have to do with the life cycle of the event. The
following status modes are available:
Setup: In this phase the event is in set-up mode. None of the Xact services are available except for a listing in the
timers' upcoming events calendar. Set-up of the event is allowed to be incomplete.
Pre Event: A minimum set-up is needed in this phase to allow for message tracking sign-up. Typically the main
Event details, available SubEvents and an initial upload of Entrants is needed.
Live – Signup Open: Entire event needs to be set-up including timing system data streams, splits, age groups, etc.
In this phase all enabled Xact services are active.
Live – Signup Closed: Same as Live – Signup Open except for message tracking sign-up, which is closed in this
phase. Existing sign-ups are still provided with messages as the race continues.
Post Event: All enabled Xact Services are available except for live messaging. No messages are sent out. Set the
race to “Post Event” after the last finisher so updates to entrants and their times made post event can't trigger
messages.

Sub Event
Almost always, this corresponds to a race distance within your event. In Race Director, this corresponds
to the Event that you can establish on the Tailor ‐> Divisions screen. This is a level that will be most
unfamiliar to Race Director users. The Event setup in Race Director has no bearing on how your races
are set up, scored or reported. This element has been around since Race Director 2012 and is defaulted
to the name of the race whenever you create a new race. It is a collection of Divisions and Divisions are
assigned to the event when you add or edit new Divisions. You are only required to assign a Race
Director Division to an Event if you want the Division integrated with Xact. For example, if you have an
"Unknown Participants" Division intended for problem tracking, you would leave the Event assignment
blank. In the Morristown Turkey Trot example, perhaps we have 5K and a 10K distances and have 3
divisions in each ‐ runners, walkers and wheelers. In this case we would set up 2 Events ‐ one for the 5K
and one for the 10K ‐ and, we would assign the appropriate 3 Divisions to each of these 2 Events.

Category
This Xact element is often directly related to the Race Director Division. Continuing in our Morristown
example, the 6 Race Director Divisions will each have a single related Xact Category. Important ‐ If you
are setting up divisions in Race Director solely for the purpose of wave starts, these should not become
separate categories at Xact. Instead, we will use the Race Director "Linked Divisions" capability to
associate divisions into a single Xact Category. See the example at the end of this document.
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Age Group Set
This Xact element is related to the grid of Race Director Age Groups that you see when you go to the Age
Group maintenance screen. Gender comes into play here. In Race Director, you will see the list of age
groupings with the upper half of the screen showing female age groups and the lower have of the screen
showing male age groupings. If your Race Director age groupings are the same for male and female, you
will see a single Age Group Set at Xact and it will show a gender attribute of "Both". If your male and
female age groupings in Race Director are not the same, you will see two Age Group Sets at Xact ‐ one
specific to each gender. The Age Group Set at Xact will reference a Race Director Division name.
Important ‐ if the Age Group Set for the race you are working on matches an Age Group Set you created
in a previous race a new one will not be created. The existing Age Group Set will simply be used again in
the current race. Do not be alarmed that the name of the Age Group Set is from the prior race.
Age Group ‐ This is a simple range of ages. It corresponds with a single Age Group that you defined in
Race Director. For example 25 ‐ 29.
Listing ‐ This element corresponds to a Race Director Top Finisher category. For example ‐ Open and
Masters top finisher categories.

Xact Synchronization explained
Since Xact deals with live results and live messaging at a very high throughput rate, we’ve put in a “safety pin” so
an incorrect and/or incomplete change in the event set-up or entrant data does not automatically propagate to the live
environment. Most actions on the Xact platform are first “staged” in a staging area. To push the changes for the
event from the staging to the live scoring environment Xact implements a manual “synchronization” step.
Synchronization can be done on three levels:
Schema Synchronization: Synchronizes the schema in the live scoring and production environment to the current
staging area. All changes to the event set-up waiting in the staging area will be pushed to the live environment. Each
individual change made to the event set-up is reflected in the increase of the schema's “version”. If the version
between staging and production are the same, the set-up is fully synchronized and up to date.
Entrant Synchronization: Synchronizes the entrant database in the live scoring and production environment to the
current staging area. If you have uploaded updates to the entrant database (inserts, updates, deletes) these changes
are pushed to the live environment. Each change made to the entrant database increases the entrant_data version. If
the versions between staging and production are the same, the entrant database is fully synchronized and up to date.
Interested Device Synchronization: Synchronizes the tracking records in the live scoring engine to the database
holding signed up tracking devices in staging. This step is usually not necessary as the synchronization is automatic
after the event status has been set from set-up or sign-up to live. Sometimes manual synchronization is advised if
issues have occurred with changes to entrant records. Please not that synchronizing interested devices is a safe
operation even when unnecessary.
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Race Director Example Setup
Following is a step‐by‐step guide showing a typical flow of Race Director setup steps along with the
corresponding steps for getting the race properly established at Xact. The example shows a slightly
complicated race where there are two distances where one distance has only a finish line and the other
has two splits in addition to the finish line.

Meta Events and Events Setup
In Tailor ‐> Options you will find a setting for identifying this race as an Xact Race. By using the "Assign"
button, you will be able to both define and select the Xact Meta Event and Event.

When you use the "Assign" button for a race that has never been integrated with Xact, the next screen
will be ready for you to enter the information for the Meta Event and the Event. Much of the
information needed for the Event setup is already defaulted based on setup that has already been done
in Race Director.
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Add the new Meta Event first using the Add New Meta button. Then, use the "Add New Event" button
to add the information about this year's event. Be sure to check the "Active Event at Xact" button. In
future years, where you will have an Event for the current year as well as an Event for each of the past
years, it is the "Active Event at Xact" setting that informs Xact which of the Events you've set up is the
active one.

After we've added both the Meta Event and the Event for this race, the "Select" button is available.
From the example below, we will select Event 54 ‐ which is the Active Event for Meta Event 39. See the
definitions at the beginning of this document for the meaning of each data element.

And, when we return to the Tailor ‐> Options screen, we see that this Meta Event / Event combination
has been set for this race.

At the Xact server, we will see the new Meta and Event entries in the drop‐down controls.
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On the Configure Event tab, we'll see the details of the Event.

Xact Sync Checks ‐ See the section at the beginning of this document for an explanation of the Sync
process. In RD on the Tailor ‐> Options screen, there are 3 options for how you can manage the Xact
synchronization. Prompted means that whenever you exit a RD screen where something related to the
Xact settings may have been modified, you will be prompted asking if you would like to perform the Xact
Synchronization. Always means that the Xact Synchronization check will happen automatically, without
a prompt when you exit RD screens where the Xact settings may have been impacted. Manual means
that you do not want the Xact Synchronization check done when exiting RD screens. When you select
Manual, a button will appear right by the Synchronization options which you can use whenever you
want to do the Xact Synchronization.
Timing Points
The next piece to set up is Timing Points. Use the Timing Point button in Tailor ‐> Options on the Results
1 tab. For a simple, single segment race, you're given only two choices for a timing point ‐ START and
Finish. It is on this screen where you can define two Point Names at Xact for each. This example, we
have two distances a 5K where there is only a start and finish and a 15K where there is to be a 5K and
10K split in addition to the start and finish. Therefore, we've set up the race as a 3 segment race. In this
example, there are 2 timing points ‐ 1) one for capturing finish times for both distances, 2) a single
timing point to capture both the 5K and 10K splits for the 15K distance.
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Use the Xact Setup button to define the details needed by Xact. You are always given the option for the
Start whether or not your race collects start times. In this case, there is a primary and backup at the
start line and finish line. At the 15K split point, there is only a single timing point.

After the setup, we see the Timing Points now on the Xact server ‐

Sub Event Setup
To establish Xact Sub Events, use the "Events" button on the Tailor ‐> Divisions screen. You should do
this step before maintaining Race Director Divisions and after setting up segments and timing points.
When you create a new race in RD, a single RD Event is created with the name of the race. For Xact
races, it is important that you create an event for each race distance. You should keep the name of the
event simple ‐ in our example we have two race distances ‐ a 5K and a 15K. The first step is to use the
"Rename" button to change the name of the default RD Event to the simple name ‐ 5K in this example.
Then, use the "Maintain Xact Sub Event" button. On this screen, define the Caption, Type, Relay Type
and Splits. For the Splits, you must select from the Timing Points you set up from the previous step and
provide a Mapping ID and Distance for each split. The Mapping ID should be a simple description of the
split ‐ it will be used for the column heading when for results data.
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Note: if this had been a single segment race, the splits would have been defined on the screen above.
Since it is a race that has multiple splits, you need to use the "Segments" button in Tailor ‐> Divisions or
on the Tailor ‐> Options screen on the Results 1 tab. For this race, since the segment definition varies by
division, we will use Tailor ‐> Divisions.
For the 5K, there is only a finish line ‐ so when we use the Segments button, we do the setup as shown
below.

For the 15K, there are 3 segments, so the setup looks like below. Important ‐ Notice that the Xact
distance is Total distance, while the RD distance is set as the Segment distance.

On the Xact server, we see that Sub Events now exist on the Configure Event tab.
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Event Assignment
As you create or maintain divisions, you assign the Division to a RD Event by selecting the Event Name
from the drop‐down control. If the division is not to be interfaced with Xact, leave the Event assignment
blank.

Category Setup
To establish Xact Category, use the "Xact" button on the Tailor ‐> Divisions screen. In the example just
above, you see that this button is initially showing you "(Not Set)". Using the button brings up the
screen below. The only setting that is maintained on this screen is the World Record filter.

After you save the Category, you'll see the Xact Category ID now showing on the button ‐
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We'll create a 5K Walk category for RD Division 3.

So, at this point, we have 2 RD Divisions assigned to the RD 5K Event. And, when we look at the 5K Sub
Event at Xact, we see the correct two corresponding Xact Categories ‐

Important ‐ If you are setting up divisions in Race Director solely for the purpose of wave starts, these
should not become separate categories at Xact. Instead, we will use the Race Director "Linked Divisions"
capability to associate divisions into a single Xact Category. See the example at the end of this
document.
Age Group Set Setup
For Age Group synchronization, it is just a matter of allowing RD to do this for you. Once a RD Division is
assigned to an Xact Category, RD automatically creates the Xact Age Group configuration when you exit
the RD Age Group setting screen. The Age Groups below are established for the 5K.
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After you close this screen, you will be notified ‐

On the Xact server, we see the age groups as assigned to each Category in the 5K Sub Event. Note ‐ if
the Age Group Set for the race you are working on matches an Age Group Set you created in a previous
race a new one will not be created. The existing Age Group Set will simply be used again in the current
race. Do not be alarmed that the name of the Age Group Set is from the prior race.
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II. Participant Data Transfers
The RD / Xact integration supports bi‐directional participant data transfers. While this is good news ‐
data can flow in either direction ‐ you need to be careful about which system is in control of participant
data changes. At this point, a change to participant data is not immediately known to the other system.
Participant changes from Xact can be imported into RD or participant data changes in RD can be
uploaded to Xact. So, only make participant data changes in one system and then upload or import
those changes to the other system.

Participant Data Imports ‐ Xact to RD
Use the "Imp" button in the Update ‐> Participants Task Bar to initiate the Import process. Select "Xact"
as the source of the data to be imported ‐

Sign into the Xact server and you will see a list of the Events that are available for data import ‐

Select the Event you want from the list and you will be advanced to Step 2. In this step, you will see a
grid containing each Xact Sub Event / Category combination. There is a default category automatically
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with each Sub Event and you will also see the Categories that you have created from RD. In the Race
Director Division column on this grid, pick the RD Division that you want mapped to each Sub Event /
Category combination. Once that is done, use the "Get Registrations" button to begin the import
process. As the import proceeds, you will see a counter which will represent the progress being made.

When the import completes you are prompted to move to the final step ‐

In Step 3, map any additional data elements from Xact to the corresponding RD field.
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Participant Data Upload ‐ RD to Xact
Use the "Upload" button in the Update ‐> Participants Task Bar to initiate the Upload process. Select
"Xact". After the login screen, you will be provided with a screen to set up the upload. The two grids
provided correspond directly to the grids you saw when doing the import. The range of bib numbers
can be modified to filter the upload to as narrow a range of participants as you desire. When the upload
is processing, the interface will either add the participant to the Xact server if they don't already exist or
the participant information at Xact will be modified to agree with RD for those that already exist.

When the upload completes, you are provided with a status of the upload activity.
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III. Results Uploads
The uploading of results is designed into the standard Race Director chip results import process. You
have the choice of having the results data upload happen automatically each time you perform a chip
results import or you can do the upload manually by selecting an "Upload" button. This is controlled by
this setting in Enter Results ‐> Chip Results. When the setting is "Manual", use the "Publish Live Results"
button to start the upload process. If you have the setting on "Auto After Import", the upload begins
without any additional steps other than answering a prompt that you want the upload to happen.

There is a results push for every Race Director division you have defined for the race. So, in the case of
our example, you'll be notified after the results are uploaded for the 5K and then again after they are
uploaded for the 15K.
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At this point, the results in RD are in sync with what you would see at Xact. For example, here's the top
finishers in the 5K from a RD report ‐

And, here is the leaderboard on the Xact server ‐

Gun Time Synchronization
When you have RD configured as having wave starts by Division, the Division level gun times are
synchronized with Xact. With each upload of results to Xact any changes to the gun time on the chip
results import screen or the wave times in Tailor ‐> Divisions will be sent to Xact to update the gun times
there.
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Appendix I ‐ Combining Divisions to a Single Xact Category
If you are creating divisions solely for the purpose of wave starts, it is best to combine these into a single
Xact category. Mud runs often are set up with multiple divisions because of the waves, but results are
created in a consolidated manner, combining everyone into a single results report. In the example
below, the race is simple ‐ a 5K, but there are two divisions set up ‐ one for each gender. In this race,
the starting area is very space restricted, so the men start 30 minutes before the women. In this
example, we want only a single Xact catetory. To do the setup, it's important that you proceed with the
setup in this sequence.
1) Define the race as having wave starts by Division ‐

2) Define the category for the first division using the "Xact" button in Tailor ‐> Divisions. In this case,
Division 1 is for the Men, so we set up the category first for this division. The name suggested for the
category is suggested as the Division Name. In this case, the name was suggested as "Men's Race". But,
since we want the category to apply to both divisions, it was renamed to "5K Race". Notice a Wave ID
has been assigned to this division.

3) Set up the Women's Race division as linked to the Men's Race division ‐

4) Use the "Xact" button for this division and you will notice that the same category (86) is assigned to
this division. But, you will see a different Xact Wave ID. This accomplishes what we want ‐ separate
waves for these divisions, but set up as the same category.
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Appendix 2 ‐ Beginning a New Year for an Existing Meta Event
In the example below, you will see the steps involved to establish all the new links to Xact when you
establish a new year for a race you integrated with Xact in the previous year.
The process begins when you use the "Start New Year" in Race Director ‐

In Tailor ‐> Options, you'll see that the Meta Event is remembered, but there is no longer an Event
assignment. Use the "Assign" button to assign a new Event.

This screen is still pointing to the previous year event, so use the "Add New" button to reset the screen
for adding a new Event.
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You'll notice that this screen is now automatically set with the name for this year's Event. Usually,
nothing more is needed other than clicking the "Add New Event" button.

At this point, make sure the correct Event is selected from the list, that this event is now the Active
Event and use the "Select" button.

Answer "Yes" to the next prompt ‐

And you will see the new Event referenced properly.
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Next, establish your Timing Points ‐

Next, go to Tailor ‐> Divisions, and use the "Setup Events" button to establish the Xact Sub‐Events.
Select each Event and use the "Rename" button to reference the new year for this race. Then, use the
"Xact Setup" button to establish the Xact Sub‐Events.
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When completed, the Xact Sub‐Events will be established.

Next, select each RD Division and use the "Xact" button to establish the Category.

Then, for each division go into and out of the Age Group setup to establish the age groups.

At this point, all the setup required for uploading participants and results should be ready.
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